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Notebooks for bioinformatics
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A replacement?
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R Notebooks : Sweave (2002)

At the beginning, there was nothing. Then came Sweave.

And people saw that the path would be long...
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Appearance of packages allowing the creation of notebooks

https://camembr.quarto.pub/hello-quarto/#/les-packages 

https://camembr.quarto.pub/hello-quarto/#/les-packages
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R solutions
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R Notebooks : knitR (2011)

”The knitr package was designed to be a 
transparent engine for dynamic report 
generation with R, solve some long-standing 
problems in Sweave, and combine features in 
other add-on packages into one package”

https://yihui.org/knitr/ 

https://yihui.org/knitr/
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R Notebooks : RMarkdown (2012)

”When you run render, R Markdown feeds the .Rmd file to knitr, which executes 
all of the code chunks and creates a new markdown (.md) document which 
includes the code and its output.

The markdown file generated by knitR is then processed by pandoc which is 
responsible for creating the finished format.”

https://rmarkdown.rstudio.com 

https://rmarkdown.rstudio.com
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R Notebooks : RMarkdown (2012)
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R Notebooks : RMarkdown (2012)
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R Notebooks and more…
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Quarto
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Quarto

Quarto is an open-source scientific and technical publishing 
system where authors :

- Can use Jupyter notebooks or with plain text markdown 
in your favorite editor.

- Create dynamic content with Python, R, Julia, and 
Observable.

- Publish reproducible, production quality articles, 
presentations, websites, blogs, and books in HTML, PDF, 
MS Word, ePub, and more.

- Share results in a lot of publishing systems like GitHub.
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Quarto
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Examples

With R With Jupyter
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Really simple?
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Quarto and more… 
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Comparaison
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And now we try? 
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Observable
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What is it?

Observable is an online platform that 
enables users to create, execute, and 
share interactive notebooks. These 
notebooks on Observable are based on 
JavaScript and allow users to combine 
code, visualizations, and text within a 
single interactive document.

https://observablehq.com/framework/examples/api/ 

https://observablehq.com/framework/examples/api/
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How it works ?

Official documentation Via quarto


